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Awards Evening 2018

A Summer Message
Ryan’s Ramblings………………………………From the Chaplain’s Desk – Summer 2018
Do you remember a couple of years ago the Queen gave her Christmas Message declaring
it, for herself and her family, an ‘Annus Horribilis’? Well that’s what I thought so I
googled it to check! Because, that phrase has lived with me all this time. Here’s what I
found.
On November 24, 1992, Elizabeth II gave a speech in London to mark the 40th anniversary
of her Accession as Queen of England and the Commonwealth realms. The speech
immediately became famous for her reference to the year 1992 as an “Annus Horribilis”
— which means “horrible year” in Latin.
I am sure there are many of us who can claim to have lived through at least one of those “horrible” years. I lived
through three of them while I was in Sierra Leone. The rest of Sierra Leone went on to live through another
twelve of them. Now, I hope and pray that there is cause for rejoicing. A new leadership has been elected and the
country is on the brink of redefining itself as a country on the way to peace and stability. The state of this
country with the issue of Brexiteers and Remainers! The angst it has caused leaves people uncomfortable and
unsure. A year on from the Grenfell tragedy and people are still homeless with an uncertain future. This past
December my Xaverian Community was disbanded and the property sold. I chose to stay here in BD not wishing
to leave mid-term. That left me in a predicament! That predicament has been partly addressed with the generosity
and kindness of several friends who have made it possible for me to stay in London. It nevertheless has truly
been “an Annus Horribilis”. My debt of gratitude can never be repaid by me and that’s what really makes a
“diamond relationship” as anyone in year 9 could explain after all our retreats these past weeks.
We are at the end of another busy hectic school year. We anticipate the exam results which will determine the
future for so many of our year 11-13s. We will also be saying goodbye to staff who have given the best of
themselves for our boys and girls, your sons and daughters. Change is something inevitable. Here in Bishop
Douglass we place a great deal of pride and hope in the youngsters who will move on because we know that we
have given our very best to help every student who passes through our doors the tools they will need in their own
pursuit of excellence! Sure some will have had an annus horribilis at some point but we know that this is only a
temporary moment in our life journey. Together we help one another to grow and with this feeling of
togetherness no one is ever left alone with burdens to carry. Here, we look out for one another. Our faith
empowers us to reach out to those who struggle. To help those who lose their way, their focus and even their own
dreams. We are in a true sense, good stewards of and for each other so that as our school prayer says “everyone
we meet is happier for the meeting.”

18 of hope and give us the wisdom to do
As ever, let us pray to God to help us welcome each other with a message
better. Let him enable us to welcome all those close to us, known or unknown, who ask for justice and love, for
integrity or a mere glass of water. Make us an even more open and hospitable school community, where
everyone feels loved and appreciated. Give us your peace! Look kindly upon us and keep us all safe during these
coming summer months. Bring us back to school ready to begin another year where we can grow stronger in your
love for us.
Every blessing to you and yours.
Fr. Kevin, S.X. Chaplain.
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Headteacher’s Message
Wider Horizon’s week is a unique and very enjoyable feature of our school calendar. We
have trips to Spain, Greece and an outward bound group to name but three, plus activities off
-site all designed to give our pupils a taste of a broader diet and open their eyes to the world
around them. Our Year 10’s are also out on work experience and to date have already
received some positive feedback from the employers.
We are hoping that our Progress 8 score will remain as strong and that we can maintain our
position in the top 5% of the country. I was delighted to be invited by Sadiq Khan, Mayor of
London to join the Schools for Success Club, so that we can “be a shining example to others
of what can be achieved”.
I commend to you this edition of The Douglass which showcases the many extras that ensure
your son or daughter has a rounded education. I am very grateful to our hard working and
dedicated staff that give up their time willingly and selflessly, to run clubs, trips and
additional activities.
Our Governors recently commissioned an external review of the school which took place in
June. The review team led by an ex lead Ofsted Inspector described outcomes as “securely
outstanding”. Of the many positive comments I would single out that the reviewers saw “an excellent learning ethos in
lessons, pupils were enthusiastic and cooperative”. Naturally there are still some areas that we can improve on and next
year we will aim to tackle stereotyping and do more to ensure teachers are checking understanding and addressing
misconceptions before moving on.
I am delighted that work will begin on the Design & Technology rooms over the summer break. On my return here in 2014
I was bemused to find that they had not changed since my departure in 1979. They are getting a much needed facelift and
the layout is being redesigned so that rooms can be accessed from the main part of the school.
I am alerting parents that the funding for education, generally, is insufficient. We have had to make economies this year
and look for efficiency savings to keep our ‘head above water’. This real reduction seems to have been covert. I certainly
do not recall reading very much about this in the press. Matters are likely to become even worse if we move to a national
funding formula which might re-distribute money to schools in other parts of the country.
It is always sad this time of year to say goodbye to staff that are leaving, Madam Henderson (Associate Headteacher) is
taking up Acting Head of School at our sister school St George’s, Madam Hajiantoni (Head of RE) is moving to another
London School and Madam Cheng is also taking up a post at our sister school St George’s. We also say goodbye to
Madam Alexander (Geography teacher), Madam Mealy (RE Teacher), Madam Gyarmathi (Teaching Assistant), Madam
Rothwell (English Teacher) , Madam Evans (Science Teacher) and Madam Dragu (Teaching Assistant). We thank them all
for their contribution and wish them well for the future.

18 I have exhorted everyone to read over
Please take careful note of the times when your son/daughter is due back at school.
the holidays and spend some time studying. On their return in September I would like to see everyone well turned out with
the correct haircut and school shoes, and equipped for the new academic year.
I wish you and your family a relaxing and enjoyable summer break.
Yours sincerely
Martin Tissot
Headteacher
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From the Editor
Here you have the Summer edition of The Douglass magazine. So what can we say of this
term? Another tough one where the focus has been largely on exams! GCSE, Btec, AS and
A level students have worked incredibly hard together with their teachers in the lead up to
exams. There is no doubt that Bishop Douglass students care about their education and their
achievement is paramount to them. We wish all our students the very best of luck on results
days. AS and A level results will be available on Thursday 16th August and GCSE results
will be available on Thursday 23rd August from 10am. Students can enrol straight into the
sixth form on those days. We wait with baited breath in the hope that all the hard work will
translate into another set of excellent results this summer. Key stage 3 students have also
worked exceptionally hard in the lead up to their end of year exams and I commend all our
students on their positive work ethic.
There is, however, always time for a bit of fun at Bishop Douglass School! The week beginning 9 th July was
Wider Horizons week. Our years 7-9 and year 12 students have all taken part in some superb enrichment
activities. We have had residential trips to Malaga, Athens and Kingswood. Not only that, there have been some
very exciting projects taking place in school such as ‘BD Bake Off’ and ‘History re-enacted’. Sixth formers
have undertaken an intensive week of UCAS preparation, but with some fun thrown in when we visited London
Dungeons for a touch of light entertainment – if you can call it that!
On a more sombre note, the sixth formers were visited by Lady Zahava Kohn (a holocaust survivor) and her
daughter Hephzibah Rudofsky as part of the Speakers for Schools initiative. Their talk was engaging yet
harrowing. The sixth formers received the talk with respect and reverence and at the end they asked really
insightful questions. This just goes to show what upstanding members of the wider community we have at
Bishop Douglass School. Below is a picture of the guest speakers with our year 12 students.
Now I could go on and on, so much happens in one term at Bishop Douglass School, but I wouldn’t want to
spoil it for you. I hope you enjoy reading about all the engaging work and activities undertaken this past term in
The Douglass. I wish you all a peaceful and restful summer holiday!
Miss Wilkhu,
Assistant Headteacher,
Head of Sixth Form.
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RE - Catholic Life of the School
Friday morning Masses continue to be well attended and pupils are advised to get here early if they wish to have
a seat. Remember Mass start promptly at 8:25am and all are welcome.
To mark the Holy Day of obligation, the Feast of St. Peter
and St. Paul pupils were invited to attend a celebratory mass
of these great saints and founders of Christianity.
As we celebrate our end of year Mass, we’d like to take this
opportunity to thank all pupils who are involved in the
liturgy, either through reading, music or drama. We would
also like to thank those staff who continuously support the
distinct Catholic nature of our school and who generously
give up their time to help facilitate extra-curricular activities
such as retreats.
Pupils across key stage 3 have had the opportunity to explore
their own faith and spirituality through retreats provided by
the R.E department. We were delighted to be welcomed back
to Provincial House by the Sisters of the Daughters of
Charity.
Years 8 students have been busy building towers together out
of newspapers to develop teambuilding and communication.
They also prepared a drama on conflict resolution through
peaceful means. Pupils discussed together what friendship
and being part of the body of Christ looks like in our daily
lives. They participated in a meditation and were able to
reflect in the peaceful chapel of the sisters.
Year 9 reflected on their relationships with others, those close to them such as their friends and family, and also
those with whom they may be having difficulty. Pupils were asked to consider how these relationships impact
their emotional wellbeing. They also looked at the qualities that make a healthy relationship and considered what
this might look like within the sacrament of Marriage. We considered the teachings of St. Paul through his letters
on the topic of love and relationships.
Pupils commencing their Duke of Edinburgh award have had the opportunity
on their residential to explore
18
God’s creation in all its awe and wonder in a way they may not have done before.
At Creative Arts Evening we were delighted to see pupils expressing their faith through art and music in new and
exciting ways.
Those pupils who may be interested in Flame 2019 please contact the head of RE to express your interest as
tickets are now on sale.
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RE
The R.E department have been hard at work once again this term with Saturday and holiday intervention for both
key stage 4 and key stage 5 pupils. As we undertook the exams with the new specification at both GCSE and A
Level, pupils felt well prepared and confident in their successes. We pray that results continue to exceed
expectations in RE.
Our Year 10 pupils are currently studying Forms and Expressions of
Religious Life, a module which covers religious artwork and music as well
as the design and purpose of churches and sacred objects. One piece of
religious art we have studied is the Christ Pantocrator which shows the two
natures of Christ as fully human and fully divine – ask your child to explain
this to you!
In preparation for the new GCSE, Year 9 and 10 have been hard at work
studying Judaism and ensuring their subject knowledge and understanding
of Jewish beliefs are superb. Pupils have been eagerly studying the nature
of the Almighty; Shekinah; The Messiah and the Messianic Age as well as
the Covenant at Sinai and with Abraham; the Sanctity of Life and Jewish
beliefs about life after death. Pupils have enjoyed learning about this rich
and diverse religion and have been asking many thought provoking questions and engaging thoroughly with the
subject matter. Pupils have been advised to watch short clips on YouTube from Strictly Kosher and Judaism 101
to help embed knowledge. Judaism is 25% of their overall GCSE and 50% for short-course candidates in year
10.
Year 8 pupils have studied Vocation in preparation for their retreat and were able to
consider various ways in which they can live out their calling in life. Following this
they were able to study Hinduism which opened up new perspectives on life, death and
the afterlife as well as a number of exciting festivals and rituals. Year 8 pupils have
been able to produce interesting projects and display work on this topic. Year 8 have
now moved on to the topic of Sanctity of Life and are considering when life begins,
whether life is important and purposeful. They will have considered how this affects
the lives of believers and non-believers.
In year 7 we have been able to study the Old Testament and a number of the patriarchs.
Pupils have considered the covenants between man and God and what this means for
believers today. Pupils have also studied the Early Church in Britain and the
reformation and its impact on the British society.
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Congratulations to all those who won awards in RE at awards evening. We hope they will continue to work as
diligently and enthusiastically as they have been and continue to set a good example for others.
The RE department are once again leading a wider horizons group exploring the secret treasures of London.
Whilst the itinerary was not explicitly religious we may have briefly stumbled across a few religious gems!
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Sixth Form News
UCAS Preparation Days.
As part of our progression programme, year 12 level 3
students plan their next steps beyond Bishop
Douglass during our Wider Horizons week.
On Tuesday 10th July the year 12 students had a
presentation guiding them through the university
application process using the UCAS website. After
they had seen the presentation, Mary Mullarkey (an
ex-Bishop Douglass student) from City University
talked them through the advantages of going on to
university and gave invaluable advice and guidance on how to write their personal statements.
On Wednesday 11th July we visited Reading University to give students the experience of a Campus university
outside London to encourage them to widen their horizons in terms of university location. Applicants should
have an awareness of where their universities of choice are located, so studying the UCAS map will be a
valuable exercise for them!
The UCAS website also gives excellent advice to parents for them to understand and support their sons and
daughters through what is a lengthy process. By the time they return in September the students of the sixth
form should have their personal statements ready to be scrutinised by their subject teachers and their five
universities of choice ready for discussion with the sixth form staff team.
We aim to have all the applications to Russell Group universities ready to be sent off before October half term
then all other applications sent by the end of November. The sooner applications are sent off the sooner our
students receive their offers from their chosen universities so we encourage them all to be early birds!
All but one of the Year 13 students have applied for university in the UK this academic year, of whom 37%
have been offered and accepted places at prestigious Russell Group universities.
Three offers to our students from Queen Mary’s University, London were unconditional.
Places have also been accepted at prestigious institutions such as The Courtauld Institute for History of Art, St
18 College for animal nursing.
George’s Medical School for Biomedical Sciences and the Royal Veterinary
Course choices this year, as ever, are wide ranging: from the sciences such as Medicine; Nursing; Engineering;
Computer Sciences (including with cyber security); Mathematics; Chemistry; Law; English; Geography;
Accountancy and Economics.
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Sixth Form News
Year 12s Visit Reading University
As part of the preparation for their progression to
university, year 12 students spent the day at the
University of Reading during Wider Horizons week. The
University of Reading is a Campus university only 30
minutes from London by train.
Students had an introduction to Reading University and attended talks in one of the lecture theatres on university
life and how to apply through UCAS. At lunch we were particularly impressed with the range of food available
in the university’s dining area. Food ranged from fish and chips, sandwiches and soup to stir fry, with healthy
options always available!
After lunch a tour of the campus took us to the five floor library - with, impressively, soundproof pods for group
work. We then visited the main lecture theatre - which also doubles as a cinema. Reading University is like a
self-contained town with everything a student could want, but with Reading town only 10 minutes away by bus.
Many of our students have attended university taster courses at the colleges of London University and attended
the UCAS fair at Brunel University, but it was fascinating to see a campus university outside London. It gave
our students an idea that higher educational opportunities do exist beyond London, really widening their
horizons! Here they are pictured below getting ready for their first talk of the day.
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Sixth Form News
KPMG volunteers visit Bishop Douglass
As part of Wider Horizons week, year 12 students benefited from a day of workshops run by volunteers from
KPMG, the worlds leading tax firm based in the City of London. Students learnt how to write a CV; how to
develop their UCAS personal statements; how to develop team work skills and they practised interview skills.
This is what some of the students said about the day—
“I found it to be helpful, it taught me the basics of how to write a CV and helped me understand how to apply
for jobs”. Lucas Pettican 12W
“The KPMG volunteers were super helpful in teaching us and helping us with our CV’s. I particularly found
the practise interviews that we did very helpful. All of the activities were enjoyable and helped us grow closer
as a form group”. Maedah Pourhamdany 12W
“I found the workshop really helpful. We thought about ‘what makes you, you?’ and this gave me an idea of
how to write a CV that stands out from the crowd. Through a case study, we worked as a group and this
developed our teamwork and communication skills”. Rino Takeuchi 12A

Above: Anahita Samiri; Jaden Margetson; Maedah
Pourhamdany and Hermes Agostinho (all 12W)
working on group tasks.
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Mariyah Ben Mosbah; William Walszak; Dennis Manimtim;
Ryan Navasquez and Reina May Dumocloy (all 12W) won
the team work task with the tallest newspaper tower.

Mark Mulindwa 12W practising his presentation
skills.
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Sixth Form News
On Friday 29th June, the last A level exam was finally over!
The Sixth Formers celebrated with a Leavers Party at Il
Funghetto restaurant in North Finchley. Students and staff
enjoyed a delicious three course meal, speeches, awards and
a disco. Much fun was had by all. Habib Njie 13S and
Ferdaous Boukhetala 13S (pictured right) were crowned
Prom King and Prom Queen on the night following student
and staff voting. Best dressed male student went to Justice
Eluma 13S and best dressed female student went to Ruth
Juma 13S (both also pictured right). A fun night was had by
all!
Below: a group photo of all those students who arrived on time to
the venue! We look forward to seeing you on A level results day
(Thursday 16th August) and further celebrating your successes.
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Year 11 Prom

The very glamorous year 11 form groups: top left 11C; top right 11F; bottom left 11M and bottom right 11O.

The Year 11 Summer Service and Prom took place on the evening of Thursday 21st June. The Year 11 had really
dressed for the occasion and have to be commended for how elegant and glamourous they all looked as they
arrived to a red carpet reception. 6th formers were cheering them on and Ms Sobuta was taking photographs.
During the Service attendance was commended, as this is the most important factor in achievement. The Form
Student Council representatives paid tribute to the form tutors. The sporting achievements of this multi-talented
year group were recognised by Mr O’Brien and Mr Hart. We were taken on a walk down memory lane with the
video montage created by Ms Grounds of pictures from across the years.
18 The talent of the Year group was
showcased by Max Walczak who played Chopin Op69 No 2 on piano and the Year 11 Band made up of Jessica
Margoi, Ahunna Echemuna, Xenia James and Maria Vasiliev accompanied by Charles Pokoo on drums
and Max Walczak on piano played ‘Beautiful me’ whilst the audience swayed and sung along.
Once the Service was over, it was time for staff and students to make their way to the coaches as they had a boat
to catch. Once on board, the party began and all students plus staff hit the dance floor to celebrate the end of a
hard working year. We now look ahead to the results in August with the hope that all the effort will be translated
into another set of excellent exam results.
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Model UN
On Tuesday 26th and Wednesday 27th of June four students in years 12 and 13 attended the 26th annual Model
United Nations (MUN) Conference at Mulberry School for Girls. Two of our very experienced students had
undergone training to become Chairs and so led their own respective committees. Both students were excellent
ambassadors for the school in their highly respected and prestigious positions. Arian Ahmadi 12C enjoyed his
debut as Chair and was well received by his delegates. A member of staff attending with another school made
the comment that one Chair, Tomasz Dusanek 13S, had been particularly supportive of their younger students
who were attending for the first time. The patience and leadership he showed in his role greatly impressed all
present. Caeser Obi 12F and Maedeh Pourhamdany 12W were members of the Security Council and Iranian
Cabinet respectively. These were the two most challenging committees and were comprised of the most
experienced MUN attendees. Both students shone. Maedeh made thoughtful and eloquent contributions to
proceedings which ensured discussions moved forward. Caeser was tasked with the formidable role of playing
Russia and rose to the challenge. Caeser was truly a force to be reckoned with and was recognised for this by
winning the ‘Best Delegate’ award.
Yet again all Bishop Douglass students impressed with their enthusiasm, eloquence, and level of preparedness.
Well done!
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Pictured above: Caeser Obi 12F; Maedeh Pourhamdany and Tomasz Dusanek 13S
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Creative Arts Evening
This term saw all hands to the pump in Music, Art, Drama and English for the annual Creative Arts Evening!
Taking place on a pleasant Wednesday evening, over 60 students from across the school came together to present
an evening of music, dance routines, art exhibitions, plays and poetry recitals. Supported by an audience of
parents, students, staff and governors, students excelled. Even the 140+ audience had the opportunity to join in
with the Gospel Choir.
Stand out performances include a brilliant violin recital by Rachel Ogunnimo (8A), an energetic double dose of
dance routines co-choreographed by Ms McCrone and Gosia Wilk (8A) and a superb solo performance of John
Legend’s Ordinary People by Imisi Peletu (12F). A fantastically well-rehearsed performance by the GCSE year
10 drama class showed off great skill by all. The evening finished with a rousing medley of songs performed by
the Whole School Choir.
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Congratulations go out to every student and member of staff that helped make the evening a huge success!
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Duke of Edinburgh
Reflection on the Duke of Edinburgh Bronze Award
practice expedition.
Well it was certainly something different! Left to fend
for ourselves in the unforgiving wilderness of…
Chingford, Essex. Some of us didn’t have any hay fever
tablets either! The great outdoors suddenly lost its appeal
when it consisted of meadow after meadow of stinging
nettle! I digress.
The trip was exciting, with all of us eager and group
morale high, like any camping trip there was a constant
supply of inside jokes and enough marching songs to see
us through. I myself don’t study GCSE music, but the
rhythms were pretty nice. The trip was something new
and served as the perfect test for friendships old and new.

The excited group about to leave school.

Our new orienteering skills were put to the test– not to
mention our ‘ahem’ cooking abilities. The more competent enjoyed their five course meals whilst others are best
left unmentioned (but let’s just say it’s a taboo topic!) The nights’ sleeping was good – ‘good’ enough for sleeping
on the ground save for a mat and sleeping bag. The next day we enjoyed a leisurely breakfast, some new games
and once all packed up, we were on our way again. We made our way to the meeting point with only a few missed
turns, in time for a well deserved celebratory ice cream before heading home, tired with a new understanding of
sore feet and leg aches!
Many of us were happy to see our parents, more importantly our beds! A special thanks to Mr Burt and Mr BoysLayton, ever our saviours, calmly guiding us in the right direction and Miss Gant and Miss Merrett our trip
organisers, for preparing and guiding us through our first trip.
By Sebastian Burrows-Davila 9C.
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Walking and map reading.
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Awards Evening
On Wednesday 4th July, we celebrated the successes of students at Bishop Douglass School this academic year.
Students who have shown outstanding academic achievement this year received subject awards and heads of year
nominated one student from each year group who has displayed excellent commitment, endeavour and
camaraderie for the Community Award.
Student performances on the evening demonstrated some of the range of talent and skills we have at Bishop
Douglass School.
Well done to all who received an award, and thank you to all who helped make the evening a huge success.

Rachel Ogunnimo 8A played the violin beautifully on
the night accompanied by Mr Gaughran on piano.

Mr Tissot presents Daman Sawhney 11F
with an award.
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Mr Tissot; Mr Veal (Chair of Governors) ; Father Kevin; Madam Henderson; Madam McLean-Boyd; Madam
Gant and Mr Burt on stage on the evening.
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Wider Horizons
Here are a few photographs from the residential trips during Wider Horizons week. Fabulous enrichment
opportunities for all those who took part!

Above: Sightseeing in Athens.

Above: Students discovering the beautiful city of Malaga and learning about its history, culture and its most famous artist Picasso
with their fantastic guide Juan. ¡Qué día interesante!
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Above: The Kingswood group enjoying their outdoor adventure.
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Art and Design
Here are some excellent examples of art work produced by students over the last term.
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Art and Design
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Art and Design
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Business Studies
Sixth Form at Mini Plant Oxford
The trip organised by the Business department was one that really expanded my knowledge beyond the
classroom. The basic knowledge taught to me in class, was happening right before my eyes. Many productivity
techniques such as the division of labour as well as lean production were evident within the plant. There was
evidence of a capital and labour intensive workforce that taps into the traditional and futuristic atmosphere
within the workplace. The tour of the facility was fascinating. The guide was very knowledgeable and explained
every concept in detail. Visiting the Mini Plant is something I encourage everyone to go and experience.
By Dylan Mitchell 12F

Groundwork Project
On the third of July 2018 Bishop Douglass School were visited by the charity Groundwork to discuss possible
improvements and changes which could be made to Victoria Park. Students from years 7-12 were invited to
discuss the changes which could occur in the park.
After much discussion and debate on the subject all students came to the conclusion that there were multiple
changes which needed to be made within the park. However, we were also aware of the limited budget the park
would have due to the decreased funding received from the council and the government as a whole. Our proposals
included:
 Upgrading of Playgrounds to cater for children
 Remodelling of the tennis courts
 Creating dog free areas, due to younger children fearing dogs. Or dogs disrupting play areas
 Introducing a games play area for older children of 7-14 years of age
 An increased amount of events and activities which would bring in an income from the park whilst also
increasing the amount of visitors annually
 Café at the central hub of park, acting as a place of relaxation
 Adding public toilets to the park for further convenience.
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By Caeser Obi 12F and
Angelica Vallejo 12AS
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Drama

Malgorzata Wilk 8A
Assistant Choreographer for dance club.
I have been attending dance club since year 7 but this year I
became the first dance captain of BD Dance Club. Dance
Club is really fun and it was a fun experience helping with
the choreography and staging. I love to dance and hope that
we carry on dancing with Madam McCrone in future years as
it really is amazing.

Estefania Henao-Pardo 8A
Assistant Director of Lord Of The Flies
The last two terms I have been working as co-director alongside
Madam McCrone, to produce the play ‘Lord of the Flies’ I was put
in charge of the ensemble, however on some rehearsals I worked
one on one with the main cast itself. Working with the ensemble
was a new experience but18
overall fun (even though they gave me a
headache sometimes). On Tuesday lunchtimes, part of the cast,
some extra helpers and myself worked in the Art department to
produce some props which will be used in the final production.
This experience has been so fun and I can’t wait to see the final
play.
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Drama
As a reward for Jack Petchy award winners, Gadir
9M and Ilea 8A, the Drama Department took 11
students to see the hit musical, ‘The School of
Rock’. All students were extremely well behaved
and channelled their inner rock star!
Mapalo 8A “It was musically pleasing to the
ears!”
Gadir 9M “It was so good!”
Anuk 8A “It was interesting and funny!”

This term year 12 students visited the Almedia Theatre
to watch Sophie Treadwell’s ‘Machinal’. Emily
Berrington truly captured the role of Young Woman.
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A huge congratulations to the Dance Club and year 10 Drama for their outstanding performances at Creative Arts evening.
They truly wowed the audience with their superb acting and dancing skills and made both Madam Gibb and Madam McCrone
very proud.
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English
I'll let you into a little known secret. There are a group of Year 10 students in the school who love to read! So
much so, that they've been running a reading club for groups of Year 8 students throughout the year.
Our wonderful year 10 students have done a truly incredible job throughout this academic year - running this
club with the guidance of Ms Ceres-De Roche. In September they were trained up by a member of "Book Clubs
in Schools" - a brilliant initiative which aims to get older and wiser students spreading the love of reading for
their younger peers. Our Y10 book clubbers are Elisha Chan; Amber Rayner; Raymond Williams; James Musa;
Lucas Lazar; Ebrahim Adat; Zhi Bhu Lang and Jordan Shodeinde (pictured below). These students have been
actively selecting the texts for their groups and reading with them throughout the year, on a weekly basis comes
rain or shine!
As nurturing a love of reading is at the core of our educational ethos in the school because reading is so central
to academic achievement, this initiative will continue into the next academic year. Year 8 students who are
interested in taking part in this collaborative reading in the academic year 2018-2019, as well as students who
will be in Year 10 in 2018-2019 and would like to be involved in running a book club, should speak to their
English teachers.
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English
So as the Summer term winds down to a close, eight highly able year 10 students who are gifted in English,
undertook four days of creative writing workshops at Keats House museum. This incredible resource, which we
are truly lucky to have on our doorstep, named the themed week 'Outside'. This initiative - which included 40
lucky participants aged 15-19 - is now in its third year and aims to get students writing through immersion in the
work of poets and writers. As temperatures soared, our students took guided walks on beautiful Hampstead Heath
and gathered inspiration for their own writing. Workshops were delivered by writers and academics keeping
students on their toes!
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This year's participants were - Elisha Chan; Zhi Bhu Yang; Amber Rayner; Emmanuel Fayemiwo; Aryan Amin; Artin
Gharehbaghi; Jordan Shodeinde and Jaime - were all selected because of their love of and aptitude for Literature. The pictures are
surely testament to what a wonderful week they had!
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English
Elisha Chan

(10C) is a vibrant and
dynamic member of our class. Her
intellectual curiosity and enthusiasm for
learning is contagious to all of those
around her!

The squalid streets of London were around every turn
as you ventured further. The streets were engulfed in
darkness, other than the scanty moonlight. Children’s
wails and halloas could be heard reverberating through
the isolated alleyways. Naked trees stood fiercely
above a young girl who was sitting in her ragged
clothes on the sidewalk. Streetlamps were slowly
dying. Further down the road, distained houses closed
you in; they would swallow you whole into the
murkiness…
Heavy smog suffocated you and as each gentleman
passed by, it settled down. Dark and sinister clouds
covered what would be called a moon: but the people
hadn’t seen this celestial body in many years. Grand
houses puffed as a result of the use of cosy fireplaces.
Young, well-formed men sat at their desk tables, as
their mistresses brought brass plates with cups and
saucers to the table. The redolent scent of Earl Grey
tea wafted through the air, unnoticed.
Sauntering in the rain, distant friends enjoyed their
discourse whilst dim interior lights lit their paths. It
was almost after 9pm on that mid-winter evening. No
birds were singing and the surroundings seemed
monochromatic. Citizens began to walk in a stiff
manner as the night dragged on. It was a time of
musing and sullenness. Undeniably, London was not

Throughout this year she has excelled in
descriptive and creative writing. The
stultifying London atmosphere she
creates here is vivid and engaging.
the pastoral idyll that everyone dreamed of, and seeds
of hope could not be disinterred; each street was
chartered and slatternly. The small girl on the sidewalk
rested (but she still wore a face of quail as the palls of
smoke smothered her).
By 9:30pm, London was motionless. The air was
odious and the streets were haggard which was
inevitable after being trod upon and beat by the rain.
There was a stale yet acidic taste left in your mouth.
Redundantly, rain began to pelt itself down which
made a cacophonous sound like the heartbeat of
somebody running away from danger. The trees froze
and time froze with it. It was clear that time and nature
go hand in hand; however, it was not as alluring as you
would imagine.
Flickering with their last moments of life, the
streetlamps died out. The neglected streets were silent:
18 was loud. London was gaunt and it
but the silence
would seem fanciful for it to be full of capers and
vibrant petunias and carnations. An obscure bell rang
marking the tenth hour of the night. Just as this
happened, a grotesque looking man approached the girl
who had fallen into a slumber…
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English
The
blazing
sun
bestowed a faint light
upon
London
that
perfectly reflected its
beauty.
Overwhelmingly,
the
buildings clenched unto
their rightful share of its
blessing. Their enhanced
presentation illuminated
with a pleasing aura.
Arrogantly,
their
meticulously constructed appearance radiated its
narcissism. The overview of the city was unrivalled by
even a gold palace; it stood above everything, with
compelling authority.
During the wonderful presence of the afternoon, the
people of London emerged from their houses. In
particular, a group of innocent, youthful and lively
children single-handedly raised the atmosphere. Their
liveliness created an entrancing sensation to the people
within range: causing them to also join in on the
excitement. Obnoxiously, their wails of excitement
echoed as the jewels of the golden city. It was a city
that reeled in any organism that set foot on its
premises.
By sunset, the smell of cigarettes wasted by multitudes
of men; the deafening, contagious sounds experienced
by the alphas and betas of the town slowly digressed.
Peace and morality was slowly reiterated back into the
norms of the town. The awe bringing qualities returned
and nature was back with authority. London by sunset
was an unmissable sight.

Emmanuel Fayemiwo enthuses about his
English lessons through his many lively
contributions. He is an incredibly talented
writer with an eye for detail. His London
landscape is brought alive
with
personification here! He also incorporates
sensory details into the writing so that we
can vicariously feel the landscape.

the day were now the centre of attention. Run-down
houses close to the beautiful towns, that were too slow
to obtain their blessings smiled. It was the time of day
where they could seek revenge for the negligence they
experienced.
Consequently, the city reeked of death and the taste of
fear was bitter. Disorientated, innocent people –
overwhelmed with the sniggering of the abnormal
figures caused by the darkened buildings- were an
intense vulnerability. Mentally they were being played
with, as if their sanity was put onto a football pitch
replacing the football.
On the dot of midnight, most innocence was locked
away in their homes in a deep slumber. The lively
children that introduced the happiness of the town are
now unconscious in sweet dreams. Outside however,
those who were without innocence, gathered like a
swarm of bees.
Their twisted, ominous faces were like signals to the
18 They contacted them through the
demons below.
unimaginable wrong doings they performed. Doings
that gave them infamous names like “The Ripper”.

As the sky darkened, more and more was revealed. The
fear inducing alleyways that were overlooked during
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English
Jaime Henao Pardo (11C) has a passion and
enthusiasm for English that is contagious! He
applies himself to every task that is set and in his
description of Victorian London successfully
brings the landscape to life and conjures a
tangible image of what life might have been like
150 years ago in our wonderful city!

Luminous: the glamorous moon lit up the Prussian sky. Filled with envy, the clouds bundled up together in an
attempt to cover the moon. Smoke rose from the filthy chimneys. Its stench engulfed the streets, to the extent
that it was almost palpable. Slowly, a thick fog lurked around the streets. Trotting, a group of horses (pulling a
carriage) also roamed the barren streets.
Illuminated by the moon’s shine, the desolate streets took on a sinister atmosphere. Surprisingly, a man
emerged from the shadows and sat upon the dilapidating steps of the massive house the stood behind him. He
sat under a radiant beam of light cast by the moon. Grubby, his face matched the city in which he lived.
Sluggishly, he got up and drifted down the streets, until he reached an alley -into which he disappeared…
A pleasant atmosphere inundated a house in the Mayfair district. Its inhabitants -a family of four- slept
comfortably, knowing that they had the money to bring them joy. This ignorance was bliss; they felt no
trepidation or anxiety. In the cellars, servants toiled to ensure that the family would have all they needed for
their comfort and opulence when they awoke…
Towering over every other building, the antique -yet magnificent- cathedral stood amongst the other buildings,
asserting its dominance. Glowing, vivid lights emanated from the cathedral. It was like a beacon of hope amid
darkness: the light of the world. This antiquated structure had somehow stood the test of time. However, its
light started to falter, as science started to rise.
Gloom and darkness had dispersed. A crimson
glow could be seen in the horizon: morning.
Steadily, the fog cleared, though a humid breeze
could still be felt. Suddenly, the night’s silence
was broken, as the city came back to life.
Galloping, speaking shouting, walking: the city
was back to its noisy, vigorous state.
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English
Wey Lee (10C) has really blossomed in
English this year, starting the year with some
resistance to the subject but ending it having
beaten his target grade for the end of Year
11.
His description of Victorian London really
captures the idea of a divided society and
London as a dichotomy.

It was a gloomy afternoon: London seemed lifeless – engulfed by a smudged, charcoal cloud, leaving a glimmer
of sunlight to illuminate the dull, Victorian streets. The hazy fog thickened. Aged, prehistoric structures covered
by contaminated coats of jet-black smoke, but stood firmly against the violent wind.
Children rushed home, exhilarated to spend their newly earnt pay cheques. One in particular, walked amongst
the pebbled streets, under the inadequate streetlamps. He was equipped with torn rags and worn down shoes; all
covered in pitch-black ash. A strong scent of charcoal radiated from him, as he walked on into the thick,
ominous mist, looking forward to a bowl of something hot and satisfying.
The twilight had faded: the dusk had fallen. The streets once pervaded with fog, were clear. Streetlamps
illuminated the streets, barely, trying to counter the city engulfed by darkness. The inauspicious moon replaced
the blazing sun, struggling to illuminate the pitch-black city.
A rat scurried across the cobbles, fiddling and fondling in the darkness, unable to find the direction to its home.
The cacophonous echo of scratching claws and hissing escaladed then faded, as the rats darted into the
tenebrous sewers. The nebulous fog had thickened once more. London was no longer a bucolic idyll, but rather,
an industrialised wasteland. Animals and humans struggle to survive in this once majestic city.
Gas lamps flickered in the tranquil streets. Immersed in a fug of dark murk, London was empty. Hideous and
unsightly buildings produced thick, grey smog, reflective of the era’s industrialisation. Suddenly, the thunder
struck and vicious rain beat on the cobbled streets indiscriminately on the
18 unparalleled beautiful wealthy streets
and the run-down streets alike.
The Big Ben struck 6. The amber sun shimmered rays of light as it ascended into the cerulean sky, bestowing a
path of gold on the dull streets. The clouds blushed, like a ripe banana – as the rays of light pierced through
them, onto the somewhat underwhelming buildings. The mist stayed, seemingly forever.
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History
A Level historians explore objects that shaped the past
In June our A Level historians made the short trip into Bloomsbury to visit the British Museum. The purpose was
to investigate objects that have shaped the past and to identify those artefacts, such as coins, statues, sculptures
and clothing that could support the students with their A Level coursework. Students can investigate any
historical period of their choosing, from ancient Greece to 20th century China, and the British Museum offers the
perfect opportunity with its world-class collection.
After lunch the group moved south to the National Portrait Gallery. Following a rendezvous with Archbishop
Laud students were given the freedom of the gallery to examine what portraiture can reveal about the attitudes of
the past. Portraits of particular interest were that of Ira Aldridge, a celebrated African-American actor of the early
19th century, and the incredible portrait of Dame Kelly Holmes.
The trip gave the students the opportunity to develop their knowledge of the past, their understanding of
historical analysis and to do so in an enjoyable and unhurried fashion. It was also a useful reminder of the
amazing resources that are available to them, and the country, at no cost at all.
Pictured below are some artefacts that particularly interested our A level Historians. The painting is of Ira
Aldridge, it is called A Moor and it was painted by James Northcote (1826). The helmet is from the Sutton Hoo
find.
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ICT
Year 10 Visit to Queen Mary University
At the start of June, the Year 10 Computer Science class visited Queen Mary University, University of London,
part of the Russell Group Universities. Students took part in a full day final year university workshop in web
programming and databases led by Dr Paulo Oliva and current university Computer Science students. The
students used their Python programming skills and applied knowledge in databases to work with SQL.
Our Year 10s also toured the campus and used facilities offered by the School of Computing and Electronic
Engineering. The day ended with a presentation and question and answer session with one of the university’s
admission tutors.
This was a fantastic out-of-classroom learning experience for the students as well as an insight into the university
application process.
New Computers in C2.4
We are very excited as new computers have arrived in C2.4! Year
10 students helped our ICT network team by taking apart the wiring
for the old computers. This was a physical yet practical lesson!
Students were able to revise their knowledge in hardware
components, wires and connections.
Graphics work in Year 10 CiDA
The CiDa students have been designing advertisements for blimps
and market stalls for a local food festival. Here are some of the
images they have created.
Above: Noel Omose (10F), John Musa (10M)
Below: Wey Lee (10C) all hard at work.
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Market stall (Kreeti Shah 10O)
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ICT

Advertisement Blimp (Naila Khadery 10O)

18

Advertisement Blimp (Georgia Serban 10F)
Market stall (David Rai 10O)
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Languages
Here are two outstanding pieces of writing from two very talented students in French. Oluwateniola Alabi 8A
(bottom left) and Nantia Ntalla 10M (bottom right) have both reached their target grades in no time.
A very well done to our super linguists for their achievement in MFL!

18
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Maths
Recently, many sixth form students were asking about “Maths related job opportunities”. The maths department
has prepared a chart for all students to familiarize themselves with various branches of career opportunities that
await them.
These are just a few examples. In actual fact every sector of today’s society gives priority to students who are
mathematically inclined.
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Media Studies
After much researching, filming, editing, interviewing
and on-line sharing, the year 13 Media Studies
coursework was completed. The task was to create an
original music video to go alongside an already
existing song. This year’s preferred genre was hip-hop
and pop and locations varied from the West End,
Camden Town, the winter lights festival at Canary
Wharf, Gods Own Junkyard in Walthamstow and
Tesco in North Finchley!
In order to create the impression of a glamourous
lifestyle, students had to be resourceful. Temi Fayemi
13S created the impression of the protagonist’s
beautiful home by filming in an Ikea room display,
Haider Shubbar 13O placed his performers next to
Ferrari’s and Lamborghini’s in West London in order
to suggest the protagonist was living the dream and
Habib Njie 13S had his protagonist stacking shelves in
Tesco to create a rags to riches narrative- complete
with Tesco uniform apron!

Faustina Apula 13S

A vital part of the task was to create a star persona
which would be evident in the music video, the digipak
(the housing for the cd) and a poster designed to
advertise the stars album and use specific shot types,
font decisions, dress codes and colour palettes in order
to establish the genre conventions expected by a target
audience. This year’s work was exceptional. There was
evidence of creativity and an excellent understanding
of the media language needed.
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Leah Aston 13S and Ferdaous Boukhetala 13S
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Media Studies

Temi Femi-Ayeni 13S

18

Yetis-Dyer Goksal 13O and Andre Atillo 13O

Abigail Bermudez 13O and Alexei PierreDavis 13O
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PE
Message from Mr O’Brien
As I write this message the weather is hitting 30c, England are still in the World Cup, the pupils have completed
their trial exams and we have just returned from a successful Barnet Athletics Championships tournament. So far
this has been a fantastic summer! However, we now cast our eyes to August and results day, as we look to
sustain our 100% pass success rate for the 4th year running in PE and Health and Social Care. We also wish the
sixth form students the very best of luck as they await their Sports Science and Health and Social Diploma
results and gain those all-important Distinction grades.
I hope you and your family have an active, fun and immensely enjoyable summer holiday.
Football
This was a very successful season for our football teams with two
finalist’s placings in year 7 and 11. It really could’ve been 3 but
our years 8s were unfortunate to narrowly miss out on the Finals
of the Barnet Cup.
Year 7
Bishop Douglass v St Andres the Apostle
8-2

Having taken the lead within the first five minutes of the game,
the year 7s never stopped threatening the St Andrews goal in this
semi-final encounter.
It was no surprise, therefore, that the pupils manged to score 8
goals in a thrilling exhibition of passing and technical prowess.
With goals coming from all over the pitch it is was difficult to
choose a man of the match. From our goal keeper, defence,
midfield and attacking line, all the players combined to superb
effect. The end result was 8 goals and passage to the finals. The
question then remained, could they replicate this feat against their
Finalists opponents London Academy.

London Academy v Bishop Douglass
4-3
The final could not have started worse for the year 7s as they were
caught out twice by counter attack football. This saw them going
into half time 2-0 down. However, a tremendous comeback was
soon under way as they completely outplayed their opposition to
score two goals in quick succession, the first from Fabian, a
tremendous free kick which left the goal keeper stranded and then
Theo produced excellent wizardry down the right hand side to
unleash an unstoppable shot to level the game 2-2. That’s how it
stood until the last 12 minutes when the BD team eventually got
their 3rd goal that they had desperately been working for. Good
work from Shea and Abraham saw Fabian in on goal and he rifled
the ball past the keeper. A stick or twist scenario then ensued as
the team began to slowly withdraw into defence with the aim of
holding onto their lead. However, this proved to be costly as LA
began to get more and more of the ball and they eventually
punished us to make the score 3-3. With less than a minute
remaining, the year 7s were shell shocked and never recovered as
LA then went on to nail home their new found confidence and
scored with the last kick of the game to win the final 4-3.
Desperate bad luck for the year 7s but a silver medal nonetheless
and a very clear lesson learned for future games.
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Squad
Adam Mohammed, Abraham Williams-Solate, Maximo Garrido,
Fabian Lockridge-Scot, Dhorian Bitalo, Shea Thompson, Zion
Okai-Mensah
, Nicholas Williams, Henry Boatend, Theo
Dwobeng, Jeric Mugambe, Toby Antoniazzi and Michael Mahel.
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PE
Year 7/8 Girls Rugby
On the 6th of June, Miss Watson and I took 14
students to compete in the Saracens Hitz Girls
Rugby tournament at Allianz Park.
The opening minutes belonged to St James before
BD stirred and strode forward making
opportunities. Rayne as she does every match,
shone brightest yielding the first and an additional
try to put BD on the map. Counter-attacking
performed by Rianna, Grace, Oana, Eloise and
Veronica was amazing, a couple of strong shoves
and falling tackles led to a try for Cajarna and
Rachael after some smart offloads by Rianna and
Ilkay. BD walked away from their first ever game
with a smashing 5-2.

and Rachael fast on their feet, were quick to gain
possession of the ball, weaving through the masses
towards the try line. Halimat, Rione, Zsofia and
Oana always well positioned to provide support in
the form tackles enabled BD to put a score on the
board. Naomi, Sophia, Jade and Tasharna worked
really hard to create more chances for tries, only to
be out-shoved by Compton at the try-line. BD was
placed runners up to Compton after a final score of
3-1.

There is little consolation in the second game
against Compton that the scoreboard did not reflect
the girls endeavour in spite of a good defensive
wall in the first half and dominating play. The girls
faced tough competition. In the face of this
adversary our girls showed strength, pulling
together, Eloise and Rianna performed some
spectacular tackles, pushing their opponents outside
and away from the scoring try line. Rayne, Cajarna

The girls continued to play with outstanding form
in their last game against Southgate, they were
quick, slick direct and clever. Zsofia, Naomi, Jade,
Grace, Sophia & Tasharna dominated the match in
terms of defence and pulled off some excellent
saves, Veronica, Cajarna and Oana maintained
possession of the ball and territory in the opening
half thanks to their dominance up front. Eloise and
Ilkay created18
good scoring opportunities, Rachael,
Rayne and Rianna were unstoppable, shooting past
southgates line of defence time and again to win
tries handsomely. The girls walked away confident
with a leading score of 5-1.
Congratulations to Rayne Tapper 7M who received
an award for Player of the Match!
Madam Merrett
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Science
Biology Field Trip June 2018
Another wonderful few days were spent at Flatford Mill in Suffolk, escaping the heat of London for the cool
woodlands and lakesides. The students worked brilliantly well as always, and a credit to our school and their
families, with our tutor Jo commenting “How come your students are always so lovely?” They have now
already completed two core practicals from their A level year.
The students were (from left to right) Daniel Marboth , Nima Hashemi, Isaac Abdulahi, (Jo our tutor),Rino
Takaeuchi, Darius-Stefan Amarie, Nicholas Feroze, Mariya Ben Mousbah, Tony Esfethaithou, Elizabeth
Salwau, Yuvan Sawhney, Natalie Gamage and Liam Deane-Duprez.
Dr Williams and Mrs Chaganti
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Year 12 Biology students getting stuck into their practical work.
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Sociology
The jump from AS to A level
As students who have just completed the AS course in Sociology
we found the jump from year 12 to year 13 challenging. Year 12
was very similar to GCSE Sociology which helped us understand
the basic knowledge needed in A-level. The sociology content in
year 12 was interesting as it applied to real life events and
situations.
For example in the education syllabus it elaborates on how gender, class and ethnicity can
affect someone’s achievement and success chances. As we learnt more about the subject it enabled us to get an
idea of the content we would be learning about in the A-level year.
However do not be fooled, The first few weeks of the Sociology A level course were not as easy as we thought it
would be only because it is much more content heavy which required us to research more information and do
extra revision at home. Although it does require you to do some extra work, Sociology just gets better the more
you learn as we can see in A level. It has been very interesting to gain a greater understanding of the kind of
society we live in and how it changes our ideas and shapes behaviour.
By Tanisha Antonio 12F and Mia Kemp 12W

A level revision conference with Tutor2u
Back in April, the year 13 students attended a tutor2u Sociology A level revision conference. This was an
enriching experience, it consisted of activities that aim to bolster student grades. Students were handed a booklet
which was filled with various sociological tasks which aim to provide an opportunity to achieve higher grades in
the exams.
One of the tasks was an analysis of different answers.
Students had to work out which mark band the answers
would go in and they had to pretend they were examiners.
This gave them an idea of what an examiner will look for in
their own exam papers and it gave students a better
understanding of how to get into the top band for essay style
questions. This showed students the standard of work they
should be aiming for.
The conference is an excellent opportunity for students to
practise their skills and we anticipate with eagerness their
overall A level results on the 16th August. Tutor2u also have
a range of excellent resources on their website—please take a
look if you are interested in studying Sociology in the future.
The web address is: https://www.tutor2u.net/sociology
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Term Dates 2018-2019
N.B: All dates are correct at time of going to press. They are ALL subject to change.

2018/2019 Term Dates
AUTUMN TERM 2018
First Half: Tuesday, 4th September – Friday, 19th October
Inset Day Tuesday 4th September
Half-term: Monday, 22nd October – Friday, 26th October
Second Half: Monday, 29th October – Thursday, 20th
December
SPRING TERM 2019
First Half: Monday, 7th January – Friday, 15th February
Half-term: Monday, 18th February – Friday, 22nd February
Second Half: Monday, 25th February – Friday, 5th April
SUMMER TERM 2019
First Half: Tuesday, 23rd April – Friday, 24th May
May Day: Monday, 6th May
Half-term: Monday, 27th May – Friday, 31st May
Second Half: Monday, 3rd June – Friday, 19th July
Key Dates Autumn Term 2018

Inset Day – Tuesday 4th September
Wednesday 5th September – Year 7 in and Year 12 and 13
enrolment. Mass for parents at 2.15pm
Thursday 6th September – Year 7 & Sixth Form (year 12) Induction
Friday 7th September – Whole School except Sixth Form
Monday 10th September – Sixth Form teaching starts & Sixth Form
‘Up the Ante’ Evening
Wednesday 12th September—Year 11 Up the Ante Evening
Wednesday 19th September—Year 7 Cheese and Wine Evening
Thursday 27th September—Open Evening

Bishop Douglass School
Hamilton Road,
London N2 0SQ
Tel: 020 8444 5211
Fax: 020 8444 0416
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